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Dear Author of ICAEEdu 2017,

Thank you for your interest in International Conference on Alive Engineering Education (ICAEEdu)
in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Your paper was reviewed and accepted for publication in ICAEEdu 2017
Proceedings (ISBN) and ICAEEdu 2017 Book*** (ISBN).
***Each paper will be published as a Book Chapter.
Best works will be eligible for free publication as a full paper in the International Journal on Alive
Engineering Education (IJAEEdu). Although all papers published in ICAEEdu 2017 have great
potential to be published in the IJAEEdu, they must be re-evaluated for publication in the journal.
Please follow the instructions below for publication in the International Journal on Alive
Engineering Education (IJAEEdu):
1. The title of the IJAEEdu paper must be different from the title of the ICAEEdu paper.
2. Full paper submissions (minimum of five pages and maximum of thirty pages) to the journal
until 30 July 2017 (new date).
3. The paper can be published in the IJAEEdu until 31 December 2017 (volume 1, number 2) or
until 30 June 2018 (volume 1, number 1).
4. IJAEEdu uses plagiarism detection software to screen every submitted paper. So, be careful
about plagiarism or reuse of someone else’s prior ideas, processes, results, references or words
without explicitly acknowledging the original author or source.
5. Never submit any work for review to more than one publication at the same time. The main
author of the paper should send the copyright transfer form and letter to IJAEEdu editors (in the
same form).
6. Select an appropriate format. Use the correct template of the IJAEEdu (full paper.doc, available
at: https://icaeedu.emc.ufg.br/p/17842-templates-icaeedu2017).
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7. Writing an accurate paper. However, when you write the first version of your paper, do not be
overly concerned with grammar and format. You are not needed to write a perfect first version.
The paper will undergo a number of revisions to become clearer, concise, exact and readable. The
IJAEEdu editors strongly recommend that a proofreader revise the English text before submission.
8. Tables, figures, graphics and other illustrations should have texts in English only. In addition,
they must be set up without background colors, bold texts, no borders on the figures and graphics,
presenting a clean and pleasant text without visual pollution.
9. Once you identify a major document that is relevant to your research, check the references and
citations. Use international references, preferably.
10. Beware of invitations from journals not recognized and that charge authors for their
publication. The International Journal on Alive Engineering Education (IJAEEdu) has an evaluation
recognized by the Coordenação de Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior (Capes): Qualis
B4 (Teaching), Qualis B5 (Engineering I) and Qualis B5 (Engineering IV).
11. The journal publishes thematic issues every six months. To submit papers to the journal, the
author must register by clicking in the link REGISTER in the top of the menu. Relevant information
to the submission is found in INFORMATION option on the right side and the link ON (Submissions)
Journal in the top menu, available at: https://www.revistas.ufg.br/revviva/index.
12. Before you submit your paper to IJAEEdu, you should do one last thorough review of your
work. The copyright for articles published in the IJAEEdu belong to the authors, with first
publication rights granted to the journal. In virtue of their appearance in the IJAEEdu of open
access, the papers are free to use, with proper attribution, in educational and non- commercial
applications.
The editors of the IJAEEdu are working hardly for international recognition. In fact, our efforts
focus on obtaining the Digital Object Identifier (DOI), using the plagiarism detection software and
indexing the journal on an international basis beginning in 2017, among other goals. So, the
editors of the journal welcome your confidence in the work being done.
Best regards,
Secretariat
URL: http://icaeedu.emc.ufg.br/
Date: 19.6.2017
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